Abstract -AFM based nano robotics uses the tip to perform observing and maneuvering with high resolution and accuracy. The tip position uncertainties in the task space due to the PZT nonlinearity and thermal drift is compensated by using the landmarks existing in the task region. This method can detect and control the accuracy of the relative position between AFM tip and the interest object. However, as for the complex situations including several features and seldom features in the task regions, the tip trajectory need to be planned, and its position accuracy is required to be retained in the allowance. So this paper proposes the stochastic trajectory planning and navigation based on local scan by using the shortest path according to the tip motion model. The observation distance is defined and landmark adjacency matrix is established for designing the observed landmarks. Also the landmark domain is defined to actively configure the feature. The simulation and experimental results are performed to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
Index Terms -AFM. Nanomanipulation. Trajectory planning.
I. INTRODUCTION
AFM based nanorobotics has become a promising nanomanipulation approach by taking advantage of AFM ultra high resolution and precision [1] . However the PZT nonlinearity and the system thermal drift in the commercial AFM hinder the effective and successful nanomanipulation because of lack of accurately controlling the tip position in the task space. As for the tip position uncertainties caused by these nonlinearities and thermal drift, PZT models and thermal drift compensation are provided to enhance the nanomanipulation efficiency.
PZT models mainly include two kinds of compensation: sensor based closed-loop control and model based compensation [2] . Closed-loop control method is more widely used since it has a more reliable and robust compensation effect. This method needs to furnish the sensors on the scanner. This configuration can only improve the relative displacement accuracy between the AFM tip and the scanner central axes, and the tip position accuracy in the task cannot be guaranteed. Model based compensation is other optional method, and its compensation effect highly relies on the accuracy of the model parameters. Also it is time-consuming and difficult to calibrate the parameters.
The thermal drift is mainly caused by the contraction and expansion of the mechanical system due to the temperature variety. The traditional solution is inconvenient because it needs a couple hours of AFM running. Then some compensation methods based on the Kalman filter and the neural network are proposed [7, 8] . But the accuracy of model parameter strongly influences the method performance. To deal with this problem, a landmark based method is proposed in [3] . This approach can decrease the positioning error automatically. In further, a Monte Carlo localization (MCL) [11, 12] based drift compensation is proposed. This method likens the AFM tip to a mobile robot, and the height profiles utilized as sensor data is used to compensate the positioning error aroused from thermal drift. It is difficult to use this sensor data to accurately match the real data in the image, and so cannot guarantee the measurement accuracy.
From above-mentioned introduction, these methods have solved the problem of PZT nonlinearity and thermal drift to a certain extent, but there are still tip position uncertainties difficult to be compensated in real time. Referring to the macro robot localization with sensors assembled on the robot, the tip is too small to furnish the sensor on it. So the tip is used to measure the feature by itself, which is significantly different from the macro robot localization. Here we proposed a stochastic based tip localization method observing the feature through local scan strategy [4] [5] [6] . As for the complex cases such as several features and seldom feature in the environment, the paper further proposes planning of tip trajectory based on the stochastic characteristic of the tip motion and observation. In the first case, the observation distance is defined according to the expectable path length, which is estimated by summing the scan paths weighted with the probability. The observation distances are calculated for representing the connection weight between features, and the features corresponding to the shortest path are selected for observation to improve the position accuracy. Then the adjacency matrix is established to perform trajectory planning. In the second case, the feature is actively configured by manipulating it into the region around the target position. The landmark domain is estimated to navigate the configuration of the landmark according to the tip motion model by using virtual hand based maneuvering strategy. The simulation and experiment verifies the validity of the proposed method.
II. LANDMARK BASED TIP LOCALIZATION
The AFM tip position in the task frame is disturbed by system thermal drift and PZT nonlinearity. The feature in the Shuai Yuan task space is selected for observation to localizing the tip referring to SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) algorithm [10, 11] which localizes the robot through measuring the distance from corner, plane, cylinder and so on in Fig.1(a) . The example is described according to Fig.1(b) . The tip drifts in the task frame, and the nanoparticle P 0 ' is observed by the local scan including horizontal and vertical scan shown in Fig.  1(b) and (c). Fig. 1(d) show that the horizontal observation similar to the vertical observation is modeled by following expressions: 1) Tip motion model:
Where x k+1 , x k are the tip positions at k+1, k times, g (*,*) is state transition function, and w k+1 is random variable with Gaussian distribution N (0, R k+1 ). Eq.1 denotes the tip position uncertainties that will be compensated by the landmark based observation. In Eq.2, x kp is the observational point of the scan trajectory is the same position (m j,xy ) of the particle center in the task frame. l k1 is a probabilistic scalar variable denoting the distance from x k to x kp on the scan trajectory, and l k is a variable of the scan length from x k to x k+1 .
2) Observation model:
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Fig. 1 Landmark based tip localization
Where z kp is the observation value at x kp , v z,kp is the random variable with Gaussian distribution. The real measure at x kp is calculated by Eq.2. m j,xy is the landmark position. S x , S y are selection matrix defined by Eq.5. S x , S y correspond to the horizontal and vertical observation. (See the detail description in [5] ). These local scan actions take tens of milliseconds, and can be used to optimally estimate the tip position in the real time.
During the local scan procedure, the whole tip positioning includes two observations in the horizontal and vertical direction.
If the distribution of the tip position at x k around the nanoparticle is larger, Fig. 2(a) shows that observing the nanoparticle needs several times of scanning (L 0 →L 1 →L 2 ) to find the nanoparticle. The paper plans path trajectories according to the principle of the shortest scanning distance, which will be introduced in the following part.
III. LOCAL SCAN BASED PLANNING TRAJECTORY
Assuming that the border of the tip position distribution can be represented by an ellipse shape, this distribution is updated according to the information from observing the landmark.
As for the typical case of local scan based observing landmark, the tip translation in observation can be divide into five steps. Based on the previous works, the motion uncertainties can be considered to be with Guassian distribution. Fig.2 shows that the tip initial distribution is defined in the ellipse region around the center x k . According to the principle of 3σ, the horizontal and vertical radius are 3σ x_k , 3σ y_k respectively, which are the covariance of the tip uncertainties in the horizontal and vertical directions. The tip motion characteristics in the x, y direction have the following relations:
The tip motion characteristics of covariance σ x , σ y in the x horizontal direction:
The covariance 2 x σ linearly increases with the distances of the tip motion, and its slope is K h1 . Additionally, the covariance 2 y σ would slightly increases with a linear increment, and its slope is K h2 .
The tip motion characteristics of covariance σ x , σ y in the y vertical direction:
The covariance 2 y σ linearly increases with the distances of the tip motion, and its slope is K v1 . Additionally, the covariance 2 x σ would slightly increases with a linear increment, and its slope is K v2. These parameters calibration can be referred to the work [5] .
A. Trajectory planning for local scan
In order to clearly and simply descript the calculation, these operators are expressed as following: A l 1 
1) First
Step: plan and design input control u k from x k to x k+1 . The tip is controlled to scan the nanoparticle along L 0 under tapping mode, and it stops at x k+1 . In order to avoid pushing the nanoparticle, the tip cannot contact the nanoparticle, and at the same time, the length of L 0 should be as shorter as possible for taking the shortest path. So the distance from the distribution center x k+1 to the nanoparticle border is designed as 3σ x_k +1 + R T ,σ x_k +1 is the covariance root of Guassian distribution around x k+1 , R T is the tip radius. According to the abovementioned request, u k is calculated as following: u y_k is zero as the vertical component, the horizontal component as u x_k includes two parts: l k_1 , l k_2 . They are computed by following equations:
Eq.7 is simplified, and obtains a monadic quadratic equation. Its root needs to meet the condition:
, if there are two roots, the smaller is the solution. If the nanoparticle is found, it can be concluded that the tip position falls in the area 2. The top border of area 2 is calculated as following: assuming that the tip passes across the nanoparticle border x top_mj , when the tip arrive at x k+1 , the top/bottom border of the tip distribution is marked as dash line l' 1 and l 1 . Their heights are
respectively, the perpendicular distance from the top border l' 1 to the ellipse center is D' 1 calculated by following Eq.8:
If the nanoparticle is not found in the scanning line, the tip would fall in the area 1 and 2. The perpendicular distance from the bottom border of the area 1 to the ellipse center is D 1 :
The top border of the area 3 is calculated as the abovementioned process, it is not represented here.
The probabilities of the tip in the area 1, 2 and 3 are calculated by integrating the density function (Guassian function) for the each area, which is part of the ellipse with known parameters, then P j_0 , P j_1 and P j_2 are obtained respectively. These areas overlap and form the whole ellipse, and theirs summed probabilities will be bigger than 1. So they need to be normalized by Eq. 10:
Where j represents the nanoparticle m j , i denotes the i th scanning, n means n + 1 times for scanning the nanoparticle, and P j_i denotes the probability of finding the nanoparticle in the i th scanning.
2) Second step: planning the control u k+1 from x k+1 to x k+2 , where its component u x_k+1 is 0, and u y_k+1 is the vertical movement. Fig.2 shows that the tip moves downwards to a certain position, and the bottom border l 1 of area 1 will expand to l 2 (the vertical distance from l 1 to the ellipse center will change into
At the same time, the tip distribution part over the border l 2 is guaranteed to find the nanoparticle in the scanning. In order to meet this condition, assuming that the intersection point of l 2 and the right border of the ellipse around x k+2 is marked as A, the uncertainties area after scanning from A to the left side of the nanoparticle need to be over the bottom border x bottom_mj , and expressed by the following equation:
According to Eq.11, the upper bound of u y_k+1 is calculated. For simplification of computation, K v2 u y_k+1 (the increment of the horizontal covariance during the tip moving downward) can be estimated previously. The evaluation is performed as follows: assuming that u y_k+1 exceeds its upper bound, Eq.12 is established when line l 2 aligns with the bottom border x bottom_mj of the nanoparticle. (12) Eq.11 is simplified and obtains a monadic quadratic equation, the root u' y_k+1 satisfies:
as the upper bound. At the same time, the right side of the Eq. 6 is constant, then the upper bound of u y_k+1 is estimated, and used as the control of the tip moving downwards.
3) Third step: planning the control u k+2 from x k+2 to x k+3 , the design manner is the same as the first step. When the tip arrives at x k+3 , the top border x top_k+3 (blue dash line) of the tip distribution is compared with the nanoparticle top border. If x top_k+3 < x top_mj , the tip distribution area 1(at x k+2 ) can be entirely tested for judging whether the tip exists in the area 1. Otherwise, the tip will continue moving downward as step 2, and then scanning from the left side to right side for judging if the tip exists in the remnant part of the area 1. The procedure is performed until the top border of the area 1 is below the x top_mj . If the tip moves to x k+3 and does not find the nanoparticle with the area 1 entirely detected as shown in Fig.  2(d) , the tip can be judged in the area 3. Then the 4th step is designed as following.
4) Fourth step: planning the control u k+3 from x k+3 to x k+4 , the design manner is similar to the second step. The calculation of the upper bound varies slightly as following:
5) Fifth step: planning the control u k+4 from x k+4 to x k+5 , the design manner is as the 3th step. If the tip distribution area 3 around x k+5 is entirely detected, planning procedure ends. Otherwise, the tip continues to move upward and scanning the nanoparticle as step 3. Generously, the scanning times in the local scan is regarded as 3, and the nanoparticle is found after these observations.
In the example, the tip is moved from the initial position to the region around the nanoparticle, and local scan is performed to find the nanoparticle for improving the tip position. Through the abovementioned analyses, as the tip distribution around the tip is larger, the scanning times may be more.
B. The observation distance of local scan
During observing the nanoparticle by using local scan, the tip may perform scanning and moving along L 0 , U 0 , L 1 , U 1 , L 2 for finding the nanoparticle. And the probability of the tip in the area 2 is P j_0 with finding the nanoparticle along L 0 . The length of L 0 is denoted as L j_0 . Then the tip is moved towards down for next scanning the feature. Likewise, the probability of the tip in the area 1 is P j_1 with finding the nanoparticle along L 1 , and the length of L 1 is L j_1 . It is the same to be P j_2 and L j_2 for finding the nanoparticle along L 2 . The observation distance for the abovementioned observation of scanning the nanoparticle m j is defined and calculated as following:
Where k is used to represent the scanning times and moving times. In the practice, the amount of the tip movements for observing the feature in the operator manipulation is small compared with the statistic quantity for expectation. So the expectation of the movement distance with probability is not fit for assessing the observation cost. In addition, the implement distance in the different times of scanning and moving does not have an important effect on the executing cost of observation with a short distance. Each of tip movement can be considered as having the same observing cost, which can be valued as the fundamental unit 1. One tip movement is regarded as a true event if its corresponding probability is larger than P se , which is small possibility threshold, and this movement will be considered in the observing cost. Therefore, the weight of adjacency matrix is defined as following:
Where C jo_k and C jm_k are the coefficient of the tip movement with values: 0, or l. P jo_k and P jm_k are the probability of the tip movement for finding the feature. P se is the small probability threshold with value 0.01. W i,j is the possible times of the tip movements for observing the feature.
C. The tip positioning around the landmark
According to the description of local scan, the tip needs to scan the nanoparticle in the horizontal and vertical direction Without loss of generality, assume that the four positions are selected around the nanoparticle as shown in the top part of Fig. 3 .
The tip is positioned around the nanoparticle, and moved into the target region for nanomanipulation. If the target region is far from the localized position, the tip is difficult to be moved into that region due to the driven error. If some landmarks exist or are configured in the path from the localized position to the region, the tip can be availably moved into the target region by observing the landmark and decreasing the driven error for improving the efficiency of nanomanipulation. As for several landmarks existing environment, the tip trajectory need to be planned, and concerned landmarks are selected to observe. The observation distance between two landmarks is defined and used to establish the adjacency matrix of several landmarks. Then the shortest path algorithm is used to select the landmark for performing the trajectory planning.
IV. DEFINITION OF THE OBSERVATION DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO LANDMARKS
The observation distance between two landmarks P 1 and P 2 is a distance of the tip scanning path of observing P 2 after positioning around P 1 . Fig. 4 shows that the tip is first position at P L3 ( which is nearest to P 2 )around P 1 , and then the observation distance is calculated for observing P 2 according to Eq. 9.
. . . 
Where w ij denotes the observation distance: adjacency weight, if i = j, w ij = 0. The trajectory planning is performed by selecting related landmarks in the adjacency matrix according to the shortest path principle.
If there are not landmarks in the target region, the position uncertainties after the tip moving into the region will increase larger, and exceed the allowance. This would lead to inefficient nanomaniplation. Imitation of active landmark configuration in macro robot localization, the landmark is actively configured in the target region for improving tip position accuracy.
V. CONFIGURATION OF ACTIVE LANDMARK
During the configuration of active landmark, the nanoparticle are unstable in the manipulation due to the uncertainties, and need to be maneuvered with several times. In order to make the manipulation path as shorter as possible in the landmark configuration and the tip accuracy in the allowance simultaneously, the landmark domain is proposed to be estimated. The landmark domain is calculated according to the tip motion model, and the tip manipulates the landmark into the region for improving the tip accuracy. The details refer to [15] .
The method to configure the active landmark may refer to the virtual clap. During nanomanipulation, the maneuvered results are unstable due to the uncertainties of the force point position, magnitude, direction, and dynamic model. So several times of manipulations are needed to achieve the target, and the maneuver effects are closely related to the operator experience. In order to improve the nanomanipulation efficiency, one maneuver needed to be designed as several times of maneuvers to form a virtual clap for stable operating the object, and the detail refer to [16] .
VI. COMPUTATION OF THE LANDMARK ADJACENCY MATRIX
AND TRAJECTORY PLANNING Fig.5 shows the target region with several features as the landmarks. And the landmark matrix is computed according to the landmark distribution and Eq.10. Assuming the tip is initiated at P 0 round the position L 1 , and it will be moved to the position P tgt around L 6 for performing nanomanipulation. For guaranteeing the tip position uncertainties in the allowance as the tip moving to P tgt , the tip can make a trajectory planning by using the shortest path algorithm " Dijkstra method" for searching a observing path with minimal cost. The simulation result is that the tip can move through sequentially observing L 1 , L 3 , L 4 , and L 6 for fast reaching the position P tgt with retaining the tip position accuracy. 
VII. THE EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR ASSEMBLY OF THE

NANOPARTICLE
The dimension 3100 is used to perform the experiment. The tip is series of the bruker test. And the nano-particle is polystyrene sphere. The parameters of motion model, observation model and virtual-hand strategy are the same in the work [14, 16] .
The experiment is designed to position the tip at the target position by observing the features in order to manipulate the nanoparticles for assembling a normal heptagon. This structure is the normal pentagon whose circumcircle radius is about 1.60μm. Before assembly, the region with nanoparticle is first imaged shown in Fig.6(a) . Then the tip is stopped at the scanned region center with larger uncertainties. In order to accurately move the tip to the position around L 1 for assembling the nanostructure in Fig.6(b) , the landmarks L 0 and L 1 are observed sequentially according to the abovementioned method. P' i ( i =1,…,7) is selected to be manipulated to the target position in Fig.6(c) . When all the nanoparticles are maneuvered to the target position, the image is rescanned to verify the nanomanipulation, as shown in Fig.6(d) . The average number of manipulation times for each nanoparticle is three. During the whole construction, the seven nanoparticles are moved in twenty times. The mean of the position errors between the actual pattern and the designed structure is calculated smaller than 4* pixel. The image range is 5μm *5μm with 256 * 256, and so the error is smaller than 80nm. This results with shorten time and higher accuracy further verifies that the proposed method can promote the nanomanipulation efficiency. 
Tip initial uncertainties Fig. 6 The experiment of moving tip by using landmark for performing manipulation
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The tip position is disturbed by the PZT scanner nonlinearity and system thermal drift. The recent method such as landmark based tip localization can validly improve the tip positioning accuracy. As for the complex cases such as several features and seldom feature in the environment, the paper further proposes planning of tip trajectory based on the stochastic characteristic of the tip motion and observation. The tip trajectory in the observing the feature is planned according to the principle of fast finding the nanoparticle. The observation distances are calculated for representing the connection weight between features, and the adjacency matrix is established according to the scanning times as the observing cost. As for the seldom feature case, the feature is actively configured by manipulating it into the region around the target position. The landmark domain is estimated to navigate the configuration of the landmark according to the tip motion model by using virtual hand based maneuvering strategy. The simulation and experiment verifies the validity of the proposed method.
